Recruitment
Effective recruitment is vital for every business –
you know that already. But it’s easy to overlook that
recruitment is not just about finding the right people
for immediate vacancies. The people you recruit now
can deliver the longer-term success of your business.
This means that an effective recruitment approach
needs to consider how you identify and recruit people
with the potential for development. You’ll need to
compete with other businesses in the food and drink
industry and employers in other industries. You
may also need to work on your attractiveness as an
employer.
Factors which can impact on your ability to recruit
effectively include:
How your business is perceived by potential
employees, both in your local community and
by those who may be considering relocating.
The job itself and potential career paths.
The development opportunities you offer.
The working environment and practices
such as shift patterns and flexible working
opportunities.
Your recruitment process and practices.
The salary and remuneration package
you offer.
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Ten ways to
make yourself
an employer
of choice
Consider how your business is perceived
by potential employees and ensure
your website and social media activities
communicate your values, culture and
commitment to being a great employer.
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See if you could build greater flexibility
into working practices, for example,
could some roles include opportunities
for remote working for part of a working
week?

1
2

Engage with your local community and
promote career opportunities and your
commitment to being a great employer.
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Design job roles that are attractive.
You could perhaps enhance roles
by incorporating variety and the
opportunity to work in different
parts of your business. You could also
offer options to gain knowledge and
skills that could lead to promotion
opportunities and career development.

Your recruitment process and practices
are the first touchpoints prospective
employees have with your business and
will influence how they perceive your
business. Consider the impression you
are making.
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A recruitment interview is a two-way
process. Your focus will be on evaluating
the candidate but he or she will also
be assessing whether your business is
an attractive place to work. Consider
if managers involved in recruitment
are modelling values, attitudes and
behaviours that align to the culture you
want in your business.
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Ensure you offer a salary appropriate
to the job role. If a potential employee
considers the salary to be broadly in
line with similar opportunities, the
wider remuneration package, working
environment, culture and development
opportunities then may make your job
opportunity more attractive than others.
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Provide development opportunities
that will appeal to ambitious people, for
example, learning opportunities that
could help them become a supervisor,
team leader or manager.
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Ensure your working environment is the
best it can be; this includes areas where
job tasks are performed, the machinery
and IT equipment employees use, and
facilities for employees during breaks.
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Consider whether any shift patterns you
offer are attractive or if they could be
made more attractive – eg, you could put
new starts on the afternoon shift instead
of 6am.
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Taking things further
There are other things you can do to make yourself an
attractive employer – it’s worth looking at the sections in this
handbook on Boost your business by attracting young people,
Diversity: How to mix it up successfully
and How to create a great place to work.

Build your
reputation

Recruitment
factsheet (CIPD)

Tips on how to engage with
your local community and
build your reputation as an
employer.

Read about best practice
recruitment approaches in
this Factsheet from CIPD
(free registration with CIPD
is required to access the full
factsheet).
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Checklist
Are you well on the way to being an employer of choice?
= Poor

= Okay

= Good

You can use this checklist to help you assess
whether you have a great place to work. As
well as looking at these questions yourself,
it’s good practice to ask your team or a crosssection of employees to give a rating too, so
you can compare scores. If you let them do
it anonymously, they’re more likely to give
honest feedback.

= Excellent

Becoming an employer of choice
Does your website & social media show your culture and commitment to
being a great employer?
Are you promoting yourself as a good employer to the local community?
Have you designed job roles that are attractive?
Do you offer employees the opportunity to work in different parts of your
business and gain knowledge and skills that could help them move to
other roles?
Do you provide development opportunities that appeal to ambitious
people?
Are your shift patterns attractive to the type of people you want to attract
and retain?
Does your work environment appear an enjoyable place to work?
Do you offer working practices such as flexible or remote working?
Are your recruitment processes & practices creating the best first
impression of your company?
Are the managers involved in recruitment modeling the values, attitudes
& behaviours you want in your business?
Are you offering a fair salary appropriate to the job role and in line with
similar roles in the food and drink industry and other local employers?
How could you do any of these things better?
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Comments

Case study
Lindores Abbey Distillery
lindoresabbeydistillery.com

Lindores Abbey is a whisky distillery with a
visitor centre, near Newburgh in Fife. We use
the visitor centre for tours and tastings but also
as a venue for weddings, corporate dinners etc.
We have 35 staff, a mixture of full-time, parttime and seasonal.

To attract good staff, we
often offer training to
people with little or no
experience. This helps them
and helps us too.

To raise our profile as a local business and a
great place to work, we sponsor the football
team, bowls team and local flower show. We do
talks for Probus groups and Rotary clubs, host
the local primary school for its Christmas party,
and do other one-off projects and events with
the school and local community.
To attract good staff, we often offer training to

people with little or no experience. This helps
them and helps us too. We mostly train them
in-house, but we do send staff on training
courses when available, and Fife Business
Gateway and the Chamber of Commerce have
been useful.
Because we’re a young company, people
benefit from being ‘in on the ground floor’
and their career paths can be more flexible. It’s
been most rewarding watching our staff grow
and evolve in probably unexpected directions.
For example, in the distillery, we employ
an experienced distillery manager, but the
other three members of the distillery team
had zero experience when they started. Our
senior stillman has been our plumber for the
last 10 years, and his two ‘trainees’ joined us
as a gardener and a waiter respectively. We
are putting them through the distilling and
brewing qualifications, and all are now on the
first or second rung of a new career – it’s great
to see.
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Recruitment best practice
A step-by-step guide

Most of us think we know how to go about
recruiting people. If you’ve done it before, the
natural thing is to do it the same way you’ve
done it previously. But stop! It’s no exaggeration
to say that pretty much every business could
make some improvements when it comes to
recruitment. Too many mistakes can be made at
this stage and recruitment costs money. Here’s
an easy-to-use best-practice guide.
The exact design of any recruitment process
will depend on the type of role being filled, but
there are key steps that all effective recruitment
processes should follow:

1

2

4

3

Managing the
application process.

Attracting applicants
existing workforce or
external applicants.

person specification
and requirements
Defining the role.

you are seeking from
applicants.
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Making the job offer
and appointing the
new employee.

The interview and
selection process.

whether from your
Establishing the

5

6

Recruitment best practice
A step-by-step guide in detail

1

Defining the role
The job role should clearly define the tasks and
responsibilities.
Take professional advice to get the current correct legal
guidance on contracts, occupational health etc.
You may simply require to fill vacant posts but it’s always
an opportunity to step back and redefine a job role. For
example, if you have experienced a high turnover of
people in a particular job, you could add more variety
to the role, re-evaluate the type of person you recruit, or
adjust working patterns to be more appealing.

2

Establishing the person
specification

3

Attracting applicants

This should outline the criteria you’re going to use to
select a candidate, eg good team player / self-motivated /
methodical approach / attention to detail.

The approaches you use to advertise your vacant roles
will depend on your business, location and the types of
applicants you wish to attract.

It’s important the person spec provides equal
opportunity and doesn’t discriminate against anyone.
Being aware of unconscious bias when creating
job specs, writing job advertisements and selecting
candidates is important.

Do you have people in your existing workforce with the
potential to develop to do the job? It could be a nice
career development opportunity.
To attract external candidates, the best ambassadors for
your business are your own workforce so ask them to
spread the word locally, on LinkedIn and social media.
When advertising roles, remember to include any
potential career development opportunities and
emphasise that working in food and drink in Scotland is
being part of something great. There’s more advice on
this at Promoting food and drink as a career of choice.

For creating new roles, ask other people in the business
about how this might fit in best with existing positions
as they’ll bring a different perspective.
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Recruitment best practice
A step-by-step guide in detail

4

The application process

CVs and/or application forms? The benefit of an
application form is that you can directly compare
applicants more easily on how their knowledge and
experience fit with the requirements of the job. It also
lets you gauge their written communication ability.
If you’re filling a few similar vacancies, you could bring
a group of candidates together and use an ‘assessment
centre’ approach. This means designing a series of
interviews and activities so those involved in the
recruitment process can assess and compare candidates.
For some roles, you may wish to use psychometric
testing. This can give you insights into a candidate’s
preferred ways of working and how they fit the role and
your team.

5

The interview and the
selection process
It’s good to involve a group of people/managers in the
recruitment interview so that strengths or disadvantages
of candidates are not missed.
Agree key interview questions and prepare a document
on which all interviewers can make notes and score
candidates’ responses. That way candidates are asked
the same questions; the interview panel can discuss
candidate responses afterwards and the documents can
be used to help feedback to unsuccessful candidates.
It’s essential that questions asked at interview are fair to
all candidates and consider equality of opportunity for all.
This is also your opportunity to promote your business
and opportunities you can provide e.g. training,
development and career progression.

Why not use a combination of these to create a shortlist
of candidates?
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6

Making the job offer and
appointing the new employee

Get the relationship off to a welcoming start, give them
a call to tell them the good news! It’s good practice to
make offers of employment in writing, however, note
that a verbal offer of employment made in an interview
is as legally binding as a letter to the candidate.
Employers have a responsibility to check that applicants
have the right to work in the UK, before making a job
offer.
Let candidates know if you’re following up on their
references. Notify unsuccessful candidates promptly
in writing and offer to provide feedback. If you’ve used
psychometric testing, any feedback on the results
should be delivered by someone qualified to interpret
and provide feedback.

Top tips from
an international
premium spirits
company
Edrington - International Spirits Company
www.edrington.com

Don’t just use a single place for talent
attraction. Depending on the roles that you are
recruiting you will find your talent in a variety
of different places – get as creative about this
as you would in engaging your consumers!
But before you do this make sure that you
have the infrastructure in place to manage
the responses that you will get because the
candidate experience has never been more
important.

The candidate experience
is no longer a nice to
have, it’s essential for all
organisations.

The candidate experience is no longer a nice
to have, it’s essential for all organisations.
Candidates have more choice than ever
before about who they work for and access
to forums like Glassdoor to share their
experiences. Make sure that you are giving

candidates the best experience that you can
because they might not be right for you right
now but they might be in the future, or know
people who are. And you shouldn’t forget
that candidates are also potential consumers,
and you should treat them in the same way.
You need to be authentic for candidates
and have a robust selection process so that
you are hiring the right people for the right
reasons and they are joining you because
the opportunity aligns with their own
motivations. Recruit the best you can find
and don’t compromise on who you bring
in to your business. You will get more out
of exceptional talent that stays with you for
a shorter period than you will for someone
who’s OK that stays for a long time. Hire
people who bring a diversity of experience
to your team and challenges your way of
thinking through their curiosity because
it will help to drive your business forward.
They may also stay with you longer if they
have joined your business because they are
working for you for a reason that is bigger
than their monthly pay cheque.
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Want to know more?
There’s great information available if you want to know more about best-practice
recruitment. We particularly like:

Recruitment
checklist
Strengthen your approach
to recruitment with this
more detailed guide.

Unconscious bias
Useful information to
help you ensure that your
recruitment process is fair
and avoid unconscious bias.

Recruitment
template
Download job description and
person specification templates
and job applications and two
examples (ACAS).

Interview
checklist

Selection methods and
factsheets (CIPD)

A useful checklist for the
best from interviews.

Best practice selection methods from the
CIPD (free registration with CIPD is required to
access the full factsheet).
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Checklist
Should you improve your recruitment processes?
= Poor

= Okay

= Good

You can use this checklist to help you assess
whether you have a great place to work. As
well as looking at these questions yourself,
it’s good practice to ask your team or a crosssection of employees to give a rating too, so
you can compare scores. If you let them do
it anonymously, they’re more likely to give
honest feedback.

= Excellent

Recruitment processes

Comments

Before recruiting, do you review requirements and define the
tasks and responsibilities of the role?
Do you check the person spec for the role, to ensure it
provides equal opportunity?
When you have vacancies, do you offer opportunities to your
existing workforce?
Are your recruitment ads reaching the people you want to
attract?
Do you adapt your recruitment processes, so you’re using the
best approach for each role?
Do you use a structured set of interviews so you can assess all
candidates fairly?
Do you have a diverse mix of perspectives on your interview
panels?
Do you check the right to work in the UK and take up
references?
Do you provide written job offers?
Do you inform unsuccessful candidates in writing promptly
and offer feedback?
How could you do any of these things better?
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Are you
meeting
your legal
obligations on
recruitment?
It’s important to be aware of your legal
responsibilities as an employer and to keep
up to date with changing regulations. Here’s a
quick checklist:
Ensuring you are paying the National
Minimum Wage and ideally the National
Living Wage – this is the minimum
wage an employer can pay and is set
by government and reviewed and
updated regularly. Any employer found
to be paying lower than the National
Minimum Wage can be prosecuted
by HMRC and will also be named and
shamed.
Providing a written statement of terms
and conditions of employment - this
is a written statement covering key
information, such as names of employer
and employee, date employment
started, job location, working hours,
holiday entitlement, job title and
description and pay details. Employers
must issue a written statement of terms
and conditions of employment within
two months of an employee starting
work.

Providing wage slips showing
appropriate pay deductions such as
tax, national insurance and pension
contributions. You must pay tax and
national insurance contributions to
HMRC and any employer pension
contributions to your agreed pension
provider.
Ensuring you have appropriate level
of employment related insurances
in place. It is a legal obligation for
employers to have Employers Liability
and Public Liability Insurance.

A word of warning, though. This is
certainly not an exclusive list, and
employment law is constantly changing
so check the links for updates. Employers
need to meet legal obligations so you
should consult a suitably qualified
and experienced employment law /
accountancy professional who can
provide expert advice tailored to the
specific needs of your business.

Ensuring your HR records comply
with GDPR regulations which require
businesses to inform employees of the
purpose and use of their personal data,
and give a clear explanation of how it
will be treated. Employees must consent
freely to the use and processing of their
data.
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Want to know more?
Here’s where to go for more information
on your legal obligations.

Employment
responsibilities
This ACAS website
has user-friendly
information about your
responsibilities as an
employer.

National Minimum
Wage and National
Living Wage
Find out the minimum pay
per hour.
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Written terms
of employment

Read GDPR factsheet
(CIPD)

Download an example
written terms of
employment.

Information relating to
GDPR and HR practices (free
registration with CIPD is required
to access the full factsheet).

